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Overview of challenges at the level of 

HPV-based cervical cancer screening

.



Do we have reliable baseline data 

about cervical cancer screening 

practices in Europe ?











Hungary

- implemented organized national cervical cancer screening in 2004

- low coverage of target population in organized settings (10%)

- more than 60% attendance outside the organized program

- public perception of screening service quality 









28 countries included in the regional report

“Comprehensive Control of HPV Infections and Related Diseases 
in the Central and Eastern Europe and Central Asia Region” 









0portunistic cervical cancer screening in 
Central/Eastern Europe 

- opportunistic screening with poor return

- over-screening and under-screening 

- relatively high coverage in women below 40 and poor coverage in older women

- the first steps towards organized screening already taken

- several pilot programs; switch to organized screening program planned for near future

- lack of financial resources

- not high on political agenda 

- country specific problems: population registry lacking (BiH)



Do we have reliable baseline data 

about cervical cancer screening 

practices in Europe ?



HPV !!!

HPV test ?



2010 

2012





2010 70 commercial HPV assays on the market

2012 125 commercial HPV assays (and 84 variants) on the market

2015 193 commercial HPV assays (and 127 variants) on the market

54.4% increase 51.2% increase



Test vs. test variant

particular HPV test was considered a variant if it was technologically identical

or very similar to the original test but targeted different HPV type(s) 

HPV TS 16 PCR-DEIA (Labo Bio-medical Products, Ev Rijswijk, Netherlands) 

HPV TS 18 PCR-DEIA

HPV TS 31 PCR-DEIA

HPV TS 45 PCR-DEIA





Surprising finding: extensive intra-manufacturer dynamics

companies are constantly changing the design and names of their tests, resulting

in delayed and non-updated data presented on vendors’ webpages

one cannot simply rely on data presented on the manufacturers’ official

homepages or in scientific publications, but must complement this information

with repeated contacts with responsible people in several diagnostic companies,

mainly those not regularly present at major HPV-related national and

international conferences

finding the “right” and longstanding person in a particular company to address

questions to and obtain reliable data from is the main challenge in building a

database of HPV tests



- 110/193 (57%) of HPV tests with at least one publication 

- dramatical improvement from 2012 (25% vs. 57%)

BUT

- only 69/193 (35.7%) of HPV tests with published performance evaluation 

(analytical and/or clinical)

- 41/193 HPV tests only cross-sectional descriptive studies - no data for key

test performance characteristics (sensitivity, specificity, reproducibility)

- “test A versus test B“ approach with no reference standard 

- ad hoc collections of heterogeneous clinical samples without follow-up

- various target population (including several non-genital) 





Hybrid Capture 2 (hc2) HPV DNA Test (Qiagen)

EIA kit HPV GP GP5+/6+ HR 

cobas 4800 HPV Test (Roche)

APTIMA HPV Assay (Hologic, Gen-Probe) 

RealTime High Risk HPV test (Abbott) 

Longitudinal data ? 



Conclusions

- 193+ commercial HPV assays (and 127+ variants) on the market

- 2 + 9 HPV assays fulfil cross-sectional criteria for primary screening

- 2 + 3 HPV assays have at least 36+ months longitudinal data

future of inventory of commercial HPV tests ? 



Do we have clear guideline recommending 

HPV-based primary screening in Europe ? 

Routine use of HPV DNA testing
Primary screening



Suitability of HPV primary testing for use in cervical cancer screening programmes

Primary testing for oncogenic HPV can be used in an organized, population-based

programme for cervical cancer screening (I-A) provided the other recommendations in

this supplement are followed (VI-A). Primary testing for oncogenic HPV outside an

organized population-based programme is not recommended (VI-E).

Avoidance of co-testing (HPV and cytology primary testing) at any given age

Only one primary test (either cytology or testing for oncogenic HPV) should be used

(at any given age in cervical cancer screening (see also Rec. 1.3–1.7) (II-A).

Age at which to start HPV primary testing in cervical cancer screening programmes

Routine HPV primary screening can begin at age 35 years or above (I-A).

Routine HPV primary screening should not begin under age 30 years (I-E).

Papillomavirus Research 2015; doi:10.1016/j.pvr.2015.06.006.. 



reduced specificity of HPV DNA testing 

requires appropriate triage 

Routine use of HPV DNA testing
Primary screening



Prevalence of infection with 14 hr-HPV types with 95% confidence intervals
according to age among 4,431 women screened for cervical cancer, Slovenia, 2010

Učakar V, Poljak M, Klavs I. Vaccine 2012; 30: 116-120.



Secondary testing - Cytology triage

Women testing positive for oncogenic HPV at primary screening should be

tested without delay for cervical cytology (cytology triage) (I-A).

Women who have negative cytology at triage after a positive initial HPV

primary test in a screening episode should be followed up by re-testing after

an interval shorter than the regular screening interval, but after at least 6–

12 months (VI-A).

Papillomavirus Research 2015; doi:10.1016/j.pvr.2015.06.006.. 



Gynecol Oncol 2015; 136:178-82



- HPV 16 (18, 45, 31…..other  priority hr-HPVs)

- HPV viral load ?

- HPV E6/E7 mRNA

- p16

- p16/Ki-67 dual-staining

- FISH markers

-TOP2A and MCM2 staining

- gene methylation 

Routine use of HPV DNA testing
Progression markers 



Before we start…

performing local HPV genotype distribution studies in women with normal cytology, HSIL 

and/or cervical cancer prior implementation of primary HPV screening is not necessary any 

more – use available regional data 

performing additional local evaluation of already clinically validated HPV tests (other than 

feasibility studies) prior implementation is not necessary any more for any of the approved 

indications of HPV testing (including primary HPV screening) – use available general and 

regional data 

do not complicate and reinvent wheel, trust more experienced colleagues and their results



Fighting against wrong perception 

- more genotypes = better HPV test

- higher price = better HPV test

- manufacturers‘ rumors (bizarre case reports, biased evacuations, L1 deletion story…)

- long screening rounds are unsafe (even with shorter rounds they missed Ca…)

- lobbies (cytologists, gynecologists, colposcopists…new role for all should be identify)

- experiment serving diagnostic companies

- general mistrust in the ineffective public health system



Existing gaps in knowledge and areas of research interest

If HPV testing is adopted for women ages 30+ (35+), what screening options should be 

recommended for younger women ?

Self-collected sample based sceening for all ?    

One stop shop screening test ?

What is the role (if any) of HPV viral load as a clinical tool ?

Is the balance between lower accuracy and higher coverage acceptable ?

Algorithm management versus risk stratification ?

Can healthcare providers learn and apply risk stratification via multiple biomarker testing 

as part of practice guidelines? Is it cost-effective ?



primary and secondary prevention (HPV vaccination and screening) are not 

mutually exclusive, but act synergistically by intervening at different points 

in the natural history of cervical cancer, and currently imply actions in 

women of different ages 

adequately combined, two prevention options have the potential dramatically 

to reduce cervical cancer incidence and mortality; no other neoplastic 

disease can currently rival the magnitude of this potential

BUT

two powerful prevention strategies remain apparently unconnected and no 

country has yet adopted different screening policies for vaccinated and 

unvaccinated women 


